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 Thank you for subscribing to our newsletter. Walter Sanford was one of the top real
 estate agents in North America for nearly thirty years, and now, he is one of the
 most requested speakers, trainers, and coaches. He has authored twelve updated
 systems and books on checklists, pro-active lead generation, affiliate lead
 generation, and much more which can be found throughout his website. If you would
 like to contact Walter or have him speak at your event, please email:
 walter@waltersanford.com

You are Busy, Because It's
 the Spring Market!

This will be fast, because you think you have no
 time...but please read on!

November happens!  Spend a few minutes and
 delegate some of your lead generation duties now. 
 Your affiliates (lenders, title, escrow, etc.) appreciate
 your loyalty, and they will help in lead generation that
 also benefits them with new clients. 

I have a new product out this week.  We will sell it to
 you for 50% off as a special to our clients before we
 offer it to the general public.  Loan it to your
 affiliates.  Have him or her choose one system to
 work on in filling both his/her and your pipeline.  If

Sign Up!

Click here to sign up for your
 FREE dose of Walter
 Sanford! Complete the quick
 sign up to receive a direct
 link to new thoughts directly
 from Walter's blog.

Be an Internet Star!

We hear many times how
 our seminars or systems
 have changed career paths,
 and we'd like to share your
 positive experience with
 others.

 Please email a video
 testimonial to:
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 you can guarantee loyalty, he/she will help!

One of the weakest parts of teams is getting the
 unpaid affiliate that you support with your business to
 be part of your team.  Once they see how easy the
 systems are and how it benefits both, they will love it.

Buy The REALTOR®/Lender Alliance today.

 We cannot offer this special again.

I told you this would be fast!  Call our office at
 800.792.5837 for your special, reduced price and fast
 shipping. 

Walter Sanford has been designing and implementing
 real estate systems for 30 years. One of the most
 successful REALTORS® and now wealthy from his
 systems, Sanford teaches his systems and strategies
 through his products, seminars, and personal
 coaching producing the best results in the industry.
 Do what works, do what is proven. Hire Walter
 Sanford. Call our office at 800.792.5837, email
 walter@waltersanford.com, or chat with us online at
 www.waltersanford.com

 cyndi@waltersanford.com. If
 the file is really big, feel free
 to use www.sendthisfile.com
 to send the file to Cyndi,
 and they'll email a download
 notification link.

 When we post your video to
 our website, we'd like to
 thank you for your time by
 sending you a copy of
 "Beating the Competition
 Every Time" so be sure to
 include your name and full
 contact information!

Our Coaching Program

The very best athletes,
 entertainers, and business
 leaders all have someone in
 their corner whom they can
 go to for advice, leadership,
 and teaching. Unfortunately,
 the average person has no
 coach and too often allows
 himself to be influenced by
 those who have never
 achieved high levels of
 success.

 With nearly thirty years of
 real estate experience
 including record levels of
 high real estate production
 and creative business
 systems, Walter Sanford
 offers personal coaching to
 a select group of clients
 each year.

 Why not make this year the
 one when you start enjoying
 your career, your family,
 and your life? We have a
 few spaces left in Walter's
 personal coaching program.

 Please call me, Cyndi, at
 1.800.792.5837 so that I
 can arrange a phone
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 appointment with Walter for
 you to see if this may be the
 year that you take your
 business to the next level.

 Download
a printer-friendly version. (or click
 here to view archives)

 Hire
Walter Sanford to speak at your
 next event.
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